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A circular product certification program that is in line with 
Schneider Electric's circular economy strategy and sustainable 
development commitments.

A label dedicated to the sale and promotion of  products 
from the circular economy, launched by Schneider Electric.

Schneider Electric Circular Certified Products, like any other Schneider 
Electric products are subject to the applicable legal warranties. 

Our Circular Certified Products have several origins: surplus, 
commercial returns, repaired and refurbished.

Schneider Electric is committed to making the most of  our resources 
for a more Sustainable world. Life Is On.

*Our Circular Certified Label is specific to Schneider Electric and is based on 
value propositions developed internally by Schneider Electric. As such, our Circular 
Certified Label is not based on a prescriptive referential and is not delivered by a 
certification organization*

Embrace a new journey 
with Circular Economy
Our closing the loop approach is 
aimed at reducing waste within the 
entire product lifecycle to ensure 
optimal use of  resources.
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Circular-Certified MasterPact RangeCircular-Certified MasterPacT Range



A classic MasterPact model with a reduced 
environmental footprint.

Up to 45% of  raw materials are re-used, making our 
Circular Certified products an answer to increased 
Sustainability whilst ensuring business continuity.

Fossil Fuels Metals & Minerals

Note: Get access to CO2 impact methodology developed by Schneider Electric by 
scanning the QR code
The estimated avoided emissions are based on data that were rendered from 
extrapolation and comparison to the Product Environmental Profile of  the standard offer.
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Circular-Certified MasterPact Range

Circular MasterPact

Reduced environmental 
footprint due to re-use of  
embodied materials. 

Compliant to IEC 
60947-2 standards of  
manufacturing ensuring  
maximum reliability.

Transparent with any 
product limitations. 

Proven quality you can rely on, yet even more sustainable



Fully dismantled, completing 
any re-configuration 
opportunities designed to 
meet specific customer 
demand.

Fully quality checked and 
modified at the facilities 
with 9001 Quality, 14001 
Environment, and 45001 
Safety certified. 

Subjected to the same 
functional tests as new products 
according to IEC 60947-2.

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation

We commit to the product’s quality. Products that do not pass any of the above 
re-qualification steps are deemed to be recycled.

Our Circular Certified range can cover multiple products and 
businesses, however our value proposition always remains 
the same. Offering transparent, sustainable, and reliable 
product choices.

Each product in the circular-certified offer are:

Intermediate partners
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Circular-Certified MasterPact Range

A dedicated process helping to 
evolve more sustainable operations
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Circular-Certified MasterPact Range

MasterPact MTZ MasterPact NW

We supply all relevant information so you know 
you are getting products that you can rely on.

Based on the arrival of  each batch of  recollected products, 
Schneider Electric commits to transparently inform each 
customer in case of  technical or functional deviation from the 
latest MasterPact offer range. 

Scan “HERE” on the 
product to access the 
offer deviation guide

Efficiently Transparent 
until End-of-Life
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Circular-Certified MasterPact Range

Note: Products of  Circular-Certified makes no compromise to 
qualification of  IEC 60947-2 standards. 

MasterPact circular-certified offer feature Schneider 
Electric’s exclusive efforts to cut down the emissions and 
consumptions of  natural resources. 

Note: The Circular-Certified offer is not an exhaustive 
alternative to MasterPact offers; qualification of  project 
delivery of  circular certified offer will be done at each case 
basis by reviewing.
• Availability of  the demand references within recollected 

circular inventory
• Limitations of  circular-certified offers for specific 

applications

Reprocessing helps save 
the planet 
Every circular product purchased = production avoided.

Less CO2

Less plastic 
& metal waste



Schneider Electric Industries SAS  35, rue 
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Get to know our Sustainability Development Goals

se.com/sustainability


